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 Growing numbers of Belgian Muslims live in isolated ghettos where 
poverty, unemployment and crime are rampant. In Molenbeek, the 
unemployment rate hovers at around 40%. Radical imams aggressively 
canvass in search of shiftless youths to wage jihad against the West. 

 "When we have to contact these people [European officials] or send our 
guys over to talk to them, we're essentially talking with people who are... 
children. These are not pro-active, they don't know what's going on. 
They're in such denial. It's such a frightening thing to admit their country 
is being taken over." — American intelligence official. 

 "Returned Syria fighters are a huge threat... It is absolutely unbelievable 
that our governments allow them to return... Every government in the 
West, which refuses to do so [lock them up], is a moral accessory if one of 
these monsters commits an atrocity. ... Our citizens are in mortal danger if 
we do not restore control over our own national borders." — Dutch MP 
Geert Wilders. 

 
Scenes from the jihad on Belgium: The aftermath of yesterday's bomb attacks at the Brussels airport (left) and a 
metro station (right). 
The terrorist attacks on the airport and metro in Brussels are casting a spotlight, once again, 
on Belgium's ignominious role as a European haven for jihadists. 

Several distinct but interconnected factors help explain why Brussels, the political capital of 
Europe, has emerged as the jihadist capital of Europe. 

Large Muslim Population 



The Muslim population of Belgium is expected to reach 700,000 in 2016, or around 6.2% of 
the overall population, according to figures extrapolated from a recent study by the Pew 
Research Center. In percentage terms, Belgium has one of the highest Muslim populations in 
Western Europe. 

In metropolitan Brussels — where roughly half of Belgium's Muslims currently live — the 
Muslim population has reached 300,000, or roughly 25%. This makes Brussels one of the 
most Islamic cities in Europe. 

Approximately 100,000 Muslims live in the Brussels district of Molenbeek, which has 
emerged as the center of Belgian jihadism. 
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 How hard is it to understand that radical Islamist jihadis have declared war 
on the West? In simple English this means: they will find you and kill you 
wherever and whenever they can. 

 Time and again, many of us concerned Muslims have highlighted the 
dangers of political Islam/Islamism, which stems from one of three 
sources: the Muslim Brotherhood, Wahhabi/Salafism or Khomeinism. 

 The West has been asleep at the wheel, waffling about how to address the 
issue with "sensitivity." Calling out the truth should never be subject to 
political correctness. 

 The world needs to take the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) to 
task and challenge it about what it is doing to stem the tide of violence 
emanating from the Muslim world. The world needs to understand that 
ISIS is not trying to set up a Caliphate. OIC is the Caliphate. 



 
Following a terrorist attack on two Canadian military officers in Toronto last week (left), the media initially did 
not wish to publish the words spoken by the attacker: "Allah made me do it." Following yesterday's bombings in 
Brussels, the media immediately brought in "experts" to analyze the motives of the attackers. There is nothing 
left to analyze. It is simple: It is a war against us. 
The terrorist attacks at an airport and Metro station in Brussels has by now claimed at least 34 
dead and 250 injured. 

Shocking, sickening and appalling -- but surprising? No. 

How hard is it to understand that radical Islamist jihadis have declared war on the West? In 
simple English this means: they will find you and kill you wherever and whenever they can. 

Why? Because the Islamists have pinpointed the West to be "Dar al Harb" (land of war), a 
concept that allows them to justify killing anyone on this land. You, me and everyone in 
between -- from the USA across to Canada, the UK and Europe. 

Just this year, there have been terrorist attacks all over the globe, including Paris, Turkey, San 
Bernardino, Israel, Toronto, Ivory Coast and yesterday in Belgium. Whether carried out by 
groups or so called "lone wolves," these attacks are not isolated and have one thing in 
common. 
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